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Background: Positive margins on lumpectomy specimens are associated with a twofold increased risk of local breast tumor recurrence. 
Prior literature has demonstrated various techniques and modalities for assessing margin status to reduce re-excision rates. However, there 
is paucity of literature analyzing which margin contributes to the highest re-excision rates. Therefore, the primary aim of the study was to 
investigate whether the nipple-ward margins resulted in a higher rate of re-excision in our patient population.
Methods:  A retrospective chart review was performed on patients who had re-excision surgery. Nipple-ward margin was identified 
by correlating radiological and pathological reports. A cut-off of more than 25% was used to demonstrate correlation between nipple- 
ward margin and re-excision rate.
Results: A total of 98 patients’ data were analyzed, with 41 (41.8%), 14 (14.3%), 5 (5.1%), and 38 (38.8%) diagnosed with DCIS, 
IDC, ILC, and mixed pathology on their margins, respectively. Overall, 48% (n=47) of the positive margins were nipple-ward, with 
44.7% (n=21) reporting DCIS. Upon stratification, 45 (45.9%) cases were single-margin positive, with 26 (57.8%) being nipple-ward. 
Furthermore, the remaining 53 (54.1%) patients had multiple positive margins, with 21 (39.6.7%) nipple-ward cases.
Conclusion: Positive nipple-ward margins significantly contribute to a higher re-excision rate p < 0.001; 48% of re-excision surgeries 
had positive nipple-ward margins, and 57.8% of positive single-margin cases were nipple-ward. Taking an additional shave during initial 
lumpectomy decreases re-excision rates. However, planning a lumpectomy procedure with a more elliptical rather than a spherical 
resection with additional cavity shave (ie, larger volume) in the nipple-ward direction and minimizing the remaining cavity shaves so the 
total volume resected remains unchanged. Nevertheless, future studies with larger sample sizes are required to bolster our findings.
Keywords: nipple-ward, breast cancer, re-excision, nipple-ward positive breast cancer, Shave trial, positive margins

Background
Breast cancer is the most common newly diagnosed malignancy among women across the United States.1 For many 
years, mastectomy was perceived as the only treatment option, even for early-stage breast cancer. However, many studies 
have demonstrated that a more conservative surgical approach for small breast cancers can lead to similar long-term 
outcomes in terms of locoregional recurrence and survival. This has led to a transition from surgical management with 
radical mastectomy to simple mastectomy, to breast-conserving surgery (BCS) with quadrantectomy and then lumpect-
omy for early breast cancer. BCS, followed by adjuvant radiotherapy, has been shown to be as effective as mastectomy in 
terms of oncological outcomes.2–4 An important aspect of BCS is the complete excision of the tumor with negative 
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resection margins to ensure lower recurrence rates.5–7 Prior studies have shown that positive microscopic margins on 
lumpectomy specimens are associated with a two-fold increased risk of ipsilateral breast local tumor recurrence, and as 
a result, consensus guidelines recommend re-excision to negative margins.8,9 It has been suggested that 20–40% of 
patients have positive margins requiring re-excision after an initial lumpectomy.10 In fact, a 2015 New England Journal 
of Medicine editorial describes re-excision as the “other breast cancer epidemic”, underscoring the need for interventions 
to decrease these avoidable repeat operations.11

Re-excision procedures are a drain on healthcare resources and are associated with decreased patient satisfaction.12 

Furthermore, re-excision procedures have the potential to increase patient anxiety, adversely affect cosmesis, and delay 
initiation of adjuvant systemic and radiation therapy in patients who undergo BCS.13,14 To curtail these detrimental 
effects, numerous evidence-based practices exist to minimize the variation in re-excision rates observed across the U.S. 
(0 to 70%), but implementation has been suboptimal.11,13–21 The assessment of margin status may aid in lowering re- 
excision rates as the decision to perform a re-excision is dependent on the patient’s pathological margin status.22,23 

Multiple studies have been conducted demonstrating various techniques and modalities for assessing margin status in 
order to reduce re-excision rates.24–26 However, these studies have yet to specifically investigate the relationship between 
margin location and re-excision rates. Prior studies have suggested that breast cancer spreads along the ductal system 
toward the nipple, which plays a crucial role in this context. This notion is supported by the pathological spread of 
Paget’s disease of the nipple. Nevertheless, when surgeons perform BCS, they typically do not account for the potential 
spread of cancer towards the nipple which might later result in re-excisions.

Therefore, the primary aim of our study was to examine whether positive margins towards the nipple (nipple-ward positive 
margins) are associated with a higher likelihood of re-excision in our patient population. Our hypothesis was that patients 
undergoing lumpectomy for either DCIS or invasive breast cancer would necessitate re-excision surgery because of the 
presence of positive margins and that a significant proportion of these positive margins would be oriented towards the nipple.

Methods
Study Design
A retrospective chart review study design was established, and the study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB; no. 2022–14501), and the requirement for informed consent was waived due to the retrospective design of the study 
and the use of de-identified patients’ data in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(HIPAA). A total of 98 patients’ data were identified from the Montefiore Medical Center breast cancer patients entered in the 
American Society of Breast Surgeons Mastery of Breast Surgery Program between November 2017 and September 2022 who 
had undergone a re-excision procedure following positive margin report after lumpectomy at our institute.

The inclusion criteria consisted of 1) age ≥18 years, 2) women who underwent a re-excision procedure at our 
institute. The exclusion criteria were 1) age ≤18 years, 2) pregnant women and 3) women who underwent an initial 
lumpectomy and/or re-excision at another institute.

Population Demographics
After acquiring initial list of re-excised patients from the Breast Surgery Mastery, the 98 patients’ data were extracted 
from our institute's electronic medical record. Demographics such as age, BMI, ethnicity, cancer-stage, surgical 
procedure, and radiological and histopathological reports were all recorded (Table 1).

Identification of Nipple-Ward Margin
The primary endpoint of the study was the identification of nipple-ward margins and their contribution to the re-excision 
rate. Nipple-ward margins refer to tumors that appear to be spreading toward the nipple. To determine the direction of 
cancer spread, we used a combined analysis of radiological and pathological reports. Initially, the tumor’s location was 
determined using mammography, ultrasound, or MRI, which were performed before the initial lumpectomy. These 
radiological reports indicate the tumor’s position in relation to the nipple, denoting it in a clockwise orientation. 
Subsequently, we examined the postoperative pathological report to identify which margins (superior, inferior, medial, 
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lateral, anterior, posterior) were positive, leading to the patient’s need for re-excision surgery. By correlating the tumor’s 
location with the margin pathology, we established whether the tumor was indeed positive in the nipple-ward direction. 
At our institution, positive margins were defined as cancer present within 2 mm of the excised tissue. An example of the 
tumor present at the 12 o’clock position in relation to the nipple with inferior margins positive spreading towards the 
nipple (nipple-ward) has been illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

Table 1 Patients’ Demographic and Pathological 
Information Along with the Type of Surgery Performed as 
the Re-Excision Procedure

Total Patients 98

Age, y, mean (SD) 61.4 (12.4)

Race/ethnicity
White 18 (18.3%)
Black 34 (34.7%)

Hispanic 39 (39.8%)

Asian/Pacific Islander 7 (7.1%)

BMI, mean (SD) 29.9 (6.6)

Laterality
Left 40 (40.8%)

Right 58 (59.2%)

Procedure following positive margins
Lumpectomy 73 (74.5%)
Mastectomy 25 (25.5%)

SLNB 28 (28.6%)

ALND 6 (6.1%)

Pathology
In situ Carcinoma 41 (41.8%)
Invasive Carcinoma 57 (58.2%)

Receptor Status
ER+ 78

PR+ 67

HER2+* 3
Triple Negative 10

N/A** 2

Stage 
0 41 (41.8%)
1 40 (40.8%)

2 13 (13.3%)

3 4 (4%)
4 0

Neoadjuvant therapy 14 (14.3%)

Margin pathology
Ductal Carcinoma in Situ (DCIS) 41 (41.8%)
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC) 14 (14.3%)

Mixed (IDC+DCIS) 38 (38.8%)

Invasive Lobular Carcinoma (ILC) 5 (5.1%)

Notes: *HER2 receptor status was not performed on all patients **N/A 
includes data of the patients where the pathological sample was too small to 
assess the receptor status.
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Study Stratification
Additionally, because the lumpectomy specimen is three-dimensional, and margins are reported in this three-dimensional 
way, it was crucial to classify positive margins as either nipple-ward or non-nipple-ward. In cases where some patients 
had multiple positive margins in the pathological report, we decided to assign them to the nipple-ward positive group 
only if they had a maximum of three positive margins, with at least one in the nipple-ward direction. This process led to 
the categorization of patients into four groups and assigned them a number based on their margin status: 0 for a single 
margin that was not nipple-ward, 1 for a single nipple-ward margin, 2 for cases with multiple margins (less than 4) with 
at least one in the nipple-ward direction, and 3 for situations with multiple margins (4 or more) that were not nipple-ward. 
This has been further illustrated in Table 2.

Statistical Analysis
To test our hypothesis, less than 25% of positive margins served as the threshold for this null hypothesis. In other words, 
demonstrating a significant correlation between nipple-ward margins and re-excision rates required more than 25% of 
positive margins to be oriented in the nipple-ward direction. A Chi-square test with a 95% confidence interval was 
applied, with p-values less than 0.05 indicating statistical significance. Additionally, a comprehensive analysis of the 
overall demographic characteristics of the study cohort was conducted using nonparametric tests.

Figure 1 Example of positive inferior margin defined as positive nipple-ward margin for a lesion at 12:00.

Figure 2 (A) Frontal view of the breast highlighting the cancer (black mass) at 12’o clock in relation to the nipple with inferior margin positive (yellow) demonstrating 
cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction. (B) A lateral view of the breast highlighting the tumor (black mass) at 12 o’clock with a positive inferior margin 
(yellow) illustrating cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction.
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Results
Between 2017 and 2022, a total of 98 patients were identified who underwent lumpectomy as well as re-excision procedure 
at our institute. Their mean age and BMI along with standard deviation accounted for 61.4±12.4 years and 29.9±6.6 kg/m2, 
respectively. Majority of the patients in our study belonged to ethnic minorities accounting for 81.9% (Table 1). Based on 
pathology, 41 patients were diagnosed with in situ carcinoma, whereas 57 patients had invasive carcinoma. Additionally, 
82.6% of patients had early-stage disease (Stage 0 = 41 patients, Stage 1 = 40 patients), and 31/98 had a family history of 
breast cancer with 4 patients testing positive for BRCA. Demographic data of the patients are further illustrated in Table 2.

Nipple-Ward Results
Nipple-ward margins contributed significantly to re-excision rates p < 0.001 compared to non-nipple-ward margins. 
Overall, 48% of patients (n = 47) had positive nipple-ward margins, with 44.7% (n = 21) falling under the category of 
DCIS. Despite DCIS representing the majority of cases with nipple-ward positive margins, this association was not 
statistically significant (p = 0.093). However, when analyzing the role of DCIS using the null hypothesis (considering 
more than 25% of DCIS cases), it was found to be a significant contributor to nipple-ward positive margins (p < 0.001).

Stratification based on the number of positive margins showed that 45 cases were identified as single-margin positive, 
26 (55.8%) of which were nipple-ward. The remaining 53 patients had multiple positive margins, with 21 (39.6%) cases 
being in the nipple-ward direction Table 2.

Margin Pathology and Surgery
In terms of margin pathology, DCIS was present in 41 margins, invasive ductal carcinoma was reported on 14 margins, 
invasive lobular carcinoma on 5, and mixed pathology was reported on 38 margins. Initially, all 98 patients underwent 
BCS, of which 31 had sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB), and 1 patient had axillary lymph node dissection (ALND). 
For re-excision surgery, 73 patients were treated with lumpectomy, while 25 patients were treated with mastectomy. 
Moreover, during re-excision surgery, 28 patients had SLNB, and 6 underwent ALND Table 1.

Discussion
The success of BCS hinges on achieving clear resection margins to minimize re-excision rates. Our study highlights the pivotal 
role of nipple-ward positive margins in necessitating re-excision surgeries. In our study, we aimed to explore the relationship 
between positive margins oriented toward the nipple and the need for re-excision in our patient population. Our hypothesis was 
that patients undergoing lumpectomy would require re-excision due to the presence of positive nipple-ward margins. In line 
with our hypothesis, we discovered that nipple-ward margins significantly correlated with higher re-excision rates compared 
to non-nipple-ward margins (p < 0.001). Nearly half of our study patients (48%) exhibited positive nipple-ward margins, with 

Table 2 Nipple-Ward Margin Stratification

Margin Stratification N = 98

0 = Single Margin Positive Non-Nipple-ward 19 (19.4%)
1 = Single Margin Positive Nipple-ward 26 (26.5%)

2 = Multiple Margin Positive Nipple-ward* 21 (21.4%)

3 = Multiple Margin Positive Non-Nipple-ward** 32 (32.7%)
Total Single Margin Positive 45 (45.9%)
Total Multiple Margin Positive 53 (54.1%)

Total Positive Nipple-ward Margin 47 (48%)

Single Margin Nipple-ward Positive 26 (55.3%)
Multiple Margin Nipple-ward Positive 21 (44.7%)

Notes: *Multiple margins positive less than 4 with at least 1 margin in the 
nipple-ward direction. **Multiple margins positive 4 or more.
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a significant portion (57.8%) of single-margin positive cases oriented toward the nipple. This correlation highlights the need 
for a deeper understanding of margin orientation, particularly the impact of nipple-ward margins on re-excision rates.

In current clinical practice, positive or close resection margins after BCS increase the risk of local recurrence (LR), 
which in turn is associated with distant recurrence and poor survival.27–29 According to the current guidelines published 
by the Society of Surgical Oncology and the American Society of Radiation Oncology, no ink on the tumor is considered 
an adequate margin for stage I and II invasive disease.22,23 Based on these guidelines, patients having positive margins 
undergo re-excision procedure; however, what remains notably absent in the current discourse is a comprehensive 
consideration of margin orientation, which is a significant factor influencing the need for re-excision. Furthermore, the 
efficacy of these re-excision surgeries continues to be a subject of debate. Prior literature has demonstrated an absence of 
residual disease on their re-excision procedure in 37–70% of the patients.30–33 Contrastingly, patients with negative but 
close margins have reported residual disease in 55% of cases.34,35 At our institution, we have formally defined positive 
margins as the presence of tumor cells within a 2 mm proximity to the excised tissue. Based on these criteria, 98 patients 
in our study had undergone a re-excision procedure and found that 36 (36.7%) patients had no residual disease on their 
re-excision pathology. This complexity surrounding margin status and the variable outcomes of re-excision procedures 
remains a subject of controversy and challenge, which could have been addressed by considering the role of margin 
orientation, particularly the nipple-ward margins, at the time of initial BCS.

Apart from pathological outcomes, re-excision following BCS has been linked to detrimental physical, psychological, 
and financial consequences for the patient. Returning to the operating room has been linked to increased surgical 
morbidity, extended hospital stays, and a higher risk of complications like infections, hematomas, seromas, and fat 
necrosis. Prior studies have shown that the risk of infection doubles in the first 3 months for patients undergoing 
additional breast surgery compared to the ones who underwent a single BCS.36 The 2-year infection rate in patients 
undergoing additional surgery is similar to those undergoing mastectomy (15.3% vs 15.7%, respectively) defying the 
purpose for undergoing BCS.36 Additionally, patients undergoing re-excision delays the course for initiation of adjuvant 
therapy. Vandergrift et al37 demonstrated that patients undergoing re-excision procedure had a delay in initiation of 
adjuvant therapy by 2.1 weeks. Additionally, when patients were informed of their positive margin status and the need for 
additional surgery, 35% of patients chose mastectomy over re-excision.38 In line with this trend, our study reveals that 
25.5% of our patients ultimately underwent mastectomy as their re-excision procedure after being diagnosed with 
positive margins. This underscores the importance of considering nipple-ward margins during the initial BCS, as 
addressing this factor could potentially have prevented these patients from choosing mastectomy, which, in essence, 
contradicts the purpose of performing BCS. Moreover, the financial burden of performing a repeat breast surgery has 
shown to increase the cost to the healthcare system and patient by $16,072 to $26,026.36,39,40

Taking additional margins during the initial surgery has emerged as a popular perspective that could mitigate the problem 
of re-excision and decrease the likelihood of positive margins and improve outcomes. Multiple studies and trials have been 
conducted highlighting the benefit of shaving additional margins at the time of BCS. In a retrospective review, Kobbermann 
et al41 demonstrated that cavity shaving (CS) was associated with lower re-excision rates when compared to partial 
mastectomy (22% vs 42%, P = 0.01). Similarly, another retrospective study found that CS resulted in twofold decline in 
the re-excision rate when compared to partial mastectomy (24% vs 47%, P < 0.001).42 Cao et al43 and Tengher-Barna et al44 

demonstrated that CS resulted in negative margins in 59% of 103 and 42% of 47 patients, respectively, who had positive 
margins on their initial specimen. Furthermore, Chagpar et al45 conducted a randomized control trial with 235 patients 
comparing BCS vs BCS with CS and found a difference in final histological margin positivity rates between the two groups 
(BCS with CS vs single BCS) after randomization of 19% and 34%, respectively, p = 0.01. In contrast, Chen et al46 in 
a randomized control trial demonstrated no significant reduction in re-excision rate 26.4% vs 23.3% after BCS or BCS with CS 
(p = 0.64). Several studies on additional shaving revealed only a tendency for CS to reduce residual tumor or avoid re-excision, 
but no statistical significance.47 Additionally, CS has been shown to be futile in patients with invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) 
or ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS).48 Multiple hypotheses for failure in patients with ILC and DCIS have been reported, 
ranging from insufficient volume of tissue resected to differences in epidemiological characteristics in different populations.47 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that none of these hypotheses have attributed the failure of CS to margin orientation. In our 
institutional practice, we incorporate CS during BCS, yet we continue to have patients in need of re-excision procedures. It 
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becomes evident that the utility of CS could be significantly enhanced by taking into account margin orientation, particularly 
in the context of nipple-ward margins during the procedure. Adopting a targeted approach that includes an additional shave 
directed toward the nipple may hold the potential to substantially decrease the re-excision rate.

Although anatomical and pathological indicators point to the possibility of the spread of cancer in the nipple- 
ward direction, it is rarely discussed in mainstream research. The female breast is composed of collecting ducts that 
coalesce and open at the nipple. Breast cancer tends to develop in the terminal ducts and spreads up the ductal tree 
to the nipple.49 A 3-dimensional reconstructions study of cancers within quadrantectomy specimens from patients 
revealed three types of invasive breast cancer that spread along the mammary glandular tree: central, peripheral, and 
extensive. The central type, in which the lesion spreads from the invasive tumor to the nipple, was the most 
common, accounting for 69% of cases.50 Standard BCS does not take into account the anatomy of the ductal system 
and the tendency for ductal carcinoma to spread within individual ductal trees towards the nipple. In our study, 48% 
(n = 47) of the patients had cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction, with DCIS accounting for 44.7% (n = 21). 
However, DCIS, as the sole factor contributing to nipple-ward positive margins, did not achieve statistical 
significance (p = 0.093). Nevertheless, when we applied our null hypothesis, considering 25% or less for DCIS, 
the results were statistically significant (p < 0.001), suggesting that more than 25% of DCIS cases were oriented in 
the nipple-ward direction, leading to re-excision surgery. This might be one of the reasons for failure of CS in 
patients with DCIS who have cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction.

Pathologically, Paget disease is widely accepted to be associated with some form of insidious breast cancer, most 
commonly DCIS or invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC).51 The malignant ductal epithelial cells are thought to migrate 
toward the skin via the lactiferous ducts and ductules.51 The pathophysiology behind the migration to nipple is 
hypothesized as epidermotropic theory, wherein the Paget cell arises from an underlying mammary adenocarcinoma, 
with neoplastic ductal epithelial cells migrating through the breast ductal system and reaching the nipple epidermis.51 

Furthermore, the theory also proposes that Paget cells migrate from the duct system to the nipple epidermis via a motility 
factor that acts via the HER2 receptor.51 Fu et al52 supported the epidermotropic theory further by demonstrating 
a correlation between Paget cells and ductal carcinoma cells or intraductal cells using molecular markers. Our study 
hypothesis was in accordance with the above proposed theory. To our knowledge, no previous study has focused on the 
role of nipple-ward margins contributing to the rate of re-excision. In our study, DCIS was diagnosed in 41.8% (n = 41) 
of the patients of which 51.2% (n = 21) had the spread of cancer in the nipple-ward direction. Additionally, patients who 
had single margin positive on their post-surgical pathology accounted for 45.9% (n = 45) of which 57.8% (n = 26) had 
cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction. Thus, our study findings add to limited literature in breast cancer patients with 
positive nipple-ward margins. To support the widespread acceptance of the nipple-ward margin theory in breast cancer 
patients with DCIS and IDC, further clinical studies are needed.

The use of various diagnostic and treatment modalities may also aid in the identification of nipple-ward positive 
cancers. A study by Dooley52 proposed the use of breast endoscopy during lumpectomy for intraoperative margin 
assessment, which can identify additional intraluminal lesions outside the anticipated surgical margin and guide 
excision to negative margins. Dooley’s study highlighted the use of ductoscopy in identifying nipple-ward positive 
margin where they identified 10 patients (4.98%) of 201 having cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction.52 

Similarly, image acquisition techniques using 3D transmission ultrasound have demonstrated the ability to not only 
perform precise mapping of complex ductal branching anatomy but also to use the information to print an 
individualized model of the breast tissue.53 This model can then be used to guide optimal resection margins 
based on individual ductal lobular units, including the nipple ward extension, to achieve microscopically clear 
margins.53 Additionally, taking an elliptical resection in the nipple-ward direction rather than a traditional spherical 
resection might aid in reducing re-excision rates (Figure 3). Nonetheless, future studies with prospectively collected 
data defining the nipple-ward margin on excision can better delineate if taking an elliptical resection can decrease 
re-excision rates.
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Limitations
This study has a few limitations that should be considered. First, the number of patients included in our study is small 
which may not be sufficient enough to conclusively support our hypothesis. Second, our study identified the patients’ 
tumor location using mammography, ultrasound, and MRI and reported it in a clockwise fashion, which was then 
compared to their margin positivity; however, this correlation only illustrates a 2-dimensional aspect of the tumor in 
relation to the nipple. Finally, the distance between the tumor and the nipple was not taken into account in our study, 
which could be a major prognostic factor for cancer spread in the nipple-ward direction. Therefore, future prospective 
studies addressing these limitations with a larger sample size are required that would support the findings of our 
retrospective study.

Conclusion
Positive nipple-ward margins significantly contribute to a higher re-excision rate p < 0.001; 48% of re-excision surgeries 
had positive nipple-ward margins, and 57.8% of positive single-margin cases were nipple-ward. Taking an additional 
shave during initial lumpectomy decreases re-excision rates. However, planning a lumpectomy procedure with a more 
elliptical rather than a spherical resection with additional cavity shave (ie, larger volume) in the nipple-ward direction and 
minimizing the remaining cavity shaves so the total volume resected remains unchanged. Nevertheless, future studies 
with larger sample sizes are required to bolster our findings.

Synopsis
This retrospective chart review evaluates whether nipple-ward positive margins following breast conservation surgery 
contribute to a higher re-excision rate. Also, the review highlights the number of positive margins and their pathology 
contributing to the re-excision rate.

Consent
Written informed consent was not required from patients for publication of this article.

Funding
The authors received no financial support for the research, authorship, and/or publication of this article.

Figure 3 Lateral view of the breast highlighting: (A) traditional spherical resection of tumor, (B) recommended elliptical resection in the nipple-ward direction.
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